Background and Introduction. To facilitate the implementation of the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act of 2009, the Federal Drug Agency (FDA) Center for Tobacco Products (CTP) was formed to oversee tobacco regulatory activities. Its responsibilities include setting performance standards, reviewing premarket applications for new and modified risk tobacco products, requiring new warning labels, and establishing and enforcing advertising and promotion restrictions. In order to meet these responsibilities, the CTP has identified research priories for tobacco regulatory science (TRS) in order to inform and guide the CTP's regulatory decision-making. While tobacco researchers have been examining some of the CTP's TRS research priorities for many years, they have not necessarily been doing so under the umbrella or specific title of 'tobacco regulatory science'. Therefore, examining and identifying research topics from the corpus of TRS work could help to more clearly define this growing research area. In this paper, we applied author topic modeling [1], a variation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), to simultaneously model the content of documents and the interests of authors. Namely, given the broader TRS research field, we attempted to discover topics as well as general research interests utilizing MEDLINE citations for currently funded TRS investigators.
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Methods.
We obtained all MedLINE citations published by the principle investigators (PIs, 133 in total) of TRS grants funded by the CTP through Tobacco Regulatory Science Research Program (TRSP) (http://prevention.nih.gov/tobacco/portfolio.aspx). Since each article can have multiple authors, the author set considered here are PIs (can appear in any place in the paper) plus the last author of the paper. The final author set includes 2,740 authors. The document set includes those MEDLINE citations with abstract available, resulting in 7460 abstracts. For each document, we remove stop words using a stop word list available at Mallet software package. We further filter words based on Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), where words with high document frequencies and relatively insignificant for single document are removed. We then stem the words by applying the potter stemmer. We ran the author topic modeling developed by (11) on it for 50 iterations. Topic number T is selected as 20. The hyperparameters and are fixed as 50/T and 0.01 respectively.
Preliminary Results. The results, which yield 20 topics in Figure 1 show that this approach can efficiently cluster collections of articles into discriminative categories without any supervision. More interestingly, it can associate topics to authors in a high accuracy. This indicates that we may incorporate author topic modeling into author identification systems to infer the identity of an author of articles using topics generated by the model. The relevance of this analysis to TRS is at least twofold. First, this analysis is a 'proof of concept' that can be beneficial assess the change over time in TRS as new projects are funded and collaborative science in this area changes. The results can thus we used to assess the extent to which new research reflects the funding priorities of the FDA. Second, author topic modeling outcomes can be used by investigators to assess who is conducting research in a particular research domain in order to foster collaborative science. By fostering collaborative science in TRS, it becomes possible to speed advances in that science by fostering communication between scientists that can avoiding un-needed duplication and impact decision-making on new science that can benefit regulatory decision-making. 
